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FAIR RATE COALITION

RESPONSE TO OCTOBER 21,
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IDAHO POWER AND

PACIFICORP

RE: ISSUE LIST

11

MOTION.12

13

Fair Rate Coalition respectfully moves for the opportunity to file the following14

responses to specific comments by Idaho Power and Pacificorp to issues proposed15

by FRC and included in the Staff’s Consolidated Issues list.16

DISCUSSION.17

I. INTRODUCTION.18

FRC is a coalition of small hydro producers who have had contracts with19

either Pacific Power or Portland General Electric for a number of years. From past20

experience, course of dealing with the purchasing utility, and familiarity with the21

circumstances applicable to the business of small power production, they proposed22

that there be a simplified form of standard contract for small producers (200 kW or23

less output).24

In the first exchange of issues FRC identified its issue as the "extent it can25

obtain relief from, or modify the standard terms, so as to have a standard contract26

applicable to small producers, such as the members FRC." Upon request for27

amplification, it offered more detail and the issues were expressed by Staff in the28

consolidated issue list of October 11, 2005:29



10a. Should the small QFs be exempt from certain warranties and proposed1

contract terms depending upon such warranties which relate to output2

capacity, net output and maximum net output? Examples: PGE §§ 3.1.8 -3

3.1.10, 4.2, 4.3; Pacific §§ 1.18, 4.1-4.2?4

5

10.b. Should small QFs be offered a simplified contract price term more6

consistent with historical practices and the policy of encouraging diverse small7

resources and recognizing that the owners of smallest QFs lack resources to8

use sophisticated predictive measures? Examples include:9

10

floating price which equals the highest price among the options11

(deadband Index Gas Price, Index Gas price, Mid-C Index Rate Price);12

13

selection of option by QF at shorter intervals than life of agreement14

(quarterly, yearly);15

16

other.17

18

10.c. What protections from QF bankruptcy, default, impairment of credit19

are necessary to balance and protect the interests of the QF and the20

purchasing utility’s ratepayers?21

22

10.d. What adjustments are necessary or fair regarding metering,23

metering equipment, and faulty metering resulting in billing errors?24

25

10.e Regarding default,26

27

what constitutes default by either party;28

29

what dispute resolution methods are reasonable;30

31

what self-help and/or cure is available; and,32

33

what should be the conduct after termination?34

35

10.f Should the effective date of the new price term be made retroactive36

to the date of the expiration of the last agreement between the parties or37

some other date?38

39

10.g Should there be a standard contract for new small QFs which differs in40

any way from standard contract for existing small QFs?41

42

43
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II. RESPONSE TO OBJECTIONS.1

A. DISPARITY OF BARGAINING POSITIONS.2

Idaho Power has over 1750 employees, although it has a relatively small3

Oregon territory in 3 eastern counties. It has earnings of about $80 million a year,4

and its Oregon gross revenues alone are in excess of $25 million per annum.5

Pacificorp has more than 6650 employees and earnings in excess of a quarter of a6

billion dollars. Its gross Oregon revenues are about $50 million. Minikahda Hydro,7

Canyon Creek Hydro, Roush Hydro and Fery Hydro are run by single owner-8

operators1. None makes a living wage from the hydro project. Small, dispersed9

generators have no bargaining power. Given this lack of bargaining power, it is10

particularly important for government to insure equitable conditions of power sales.11

Unlike large corporate owners, these individuals are unable to spread expenses12

across a number of installations. These individual owners face a particular13

management burden because they are not primarily engaged in either the14

hydroelectric or generating business, both of which are complicated regulatory and15

marketing environments. They are now facing an uncertain future in the deregulated16

marketplace. Small plants have no economies of scale per unit of output, and17

comparatively major operating expenses to the individual owner such as labor,18

parts, insurance, regulatory compliance/licensing and contract administration.19

20

B. COMMENTS BY IDAHO POWER.21

1. Since the death of her husband, Toni Roush has had one employee.22
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It is not "unfair" for FRC to question whether the standard agreements1

implement Order 05-584 and PURPA as to them. The issue list was based upon2

the rationale of Order No. 69, Small Power Production and Cogeneration Facilities,3

FERC Reg Preambles 1977-1981 ¶ 30,128, 45 FedReg 24, 126 (April 9, 1980),4

restated in 18 CFR 292.304(c)(1), and which mandates a standard contract for5

facilities of 100 Kw or less. This requirement is based upon a recognition that this6

size threshold is a "tipping point" at which transaction costs become uneconomic7

and make participation impractical. While the regulator may require standard8

contracts for larger producers, PURPA singles out the most economically vulnerable9

QFs for particular protection and attention by standard contacts. PURPA hardly10

requires that the smallest producers be bound by the same contracts as producers11

which are orders of magnitude greater than they are.12

The needs of the smallest producers are distinct from those of larger13

producers. FRC identified ways in which the standard terms ignore the small profit14

margins and limited resources of small producers. To the extent that some topics,15

such as default an dispute resolution, are being dealt with by the entire group of16

participants, it is hardly unfair to complain that FRC wishes to bring a particular17

perspective to how any negotiated term which might be economically reasonable for18

a larger producer may be inapplicable or administratively burdensome and19

inconsistent with 18 CFR § 292.304(c) as to the small producers.20

While Idaho Power notes it has dozens of contracts in Idaho with small21

producers, small power production in Oregon has been stalled. The fact that there22
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is a more robust environment in Idaho is circumstantial evidence that the Oregon1

regulatory environment should and can be more hospitable to small producers.2

C. RESPONSE TO PACIFICORP.3

Pacificorp objects to the inclusion of:4

10.b Should small QFs be offered a simplified contract price term more5

consistent with historical practices and the policy of encouraging diverse6

small resources and recognizing that the owners of smallest QFs lack7

resources to use sophisticated predictive measures?8

9

Small QFs simply do not have staff or the resources to do sophisticated10

studies of the avoided cost options. FRC proposed exploring several ways in which11

the burdens and risks can be ameliorated for small producers. Since both the12

examples rely upon the avoided costs in Order 05-084, it is difficult to understand13

Pacificorp’s objection to considering such modifications.14

Given the extraordinary inequality of bargaining position between Pacificorp15

and a QF which is a one-person operation, how difficult or disruptive could it be to16

allow the QF more frequent opportunities to choose an avoided cost option, or to17

simply assign the most advantageous option to the QF? Surely the utility has a18

large and capable staff and is monitoring the various avoided cost options regularly.19

Pacificorp also objects to:20

10.f Should the effective date of the new price term be made retroactive21

to the date of the expiration of the last agreement between the parties or22

some other date?23

24

Several FRC members have been operating without any contract since late25

2003, after which the utility unilaterally continued the arrangement without contract26

and paid the then-avoided cost to the QF. In short, some QFs do not have any27
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contract, have not had a contract for two years, were paid a rate inconsistent with1

the avoided costs of Order 05-084, and have not signed the standard agreement2

becuase of lack of funds to retain consultants to advise them. Thus the issue of3

retroactively changing the term of a contract does not4

arise as to the FRC members in this position.25

Dated: October 31, 2005 Respectfully submitted,6

Refiled: November 4, 20057

8

9

________________________10

LINDA K. WILLIAMS11

OSB No. 7842512

10266 S.W. Lancaster Road13

Portland, OR 9721914

(503) 293-0399 fax 245-277215

linda@lindawilliams.net16

Attorney for Fair Rate Coalition17

18

2. The facts concerning several other FRC members are specific to their situation.19
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I filed the foregoing MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE

COMMETNS this copy this date to the Oregon Public Utility Commission, followed by

mailing the original and 5 copies by placing same into the U.S. Mail, first class postage

prepaid, addressed to the Administrative Hearings Section of the Commission and I further

certify that I hand delivered and/or served a true and correct copy thereof by e-mail as such

addresses appear on the service list, and further, placed in a sealed envelope and deposited in

the U.S. Postal Service at Portland, Oregon, with first class postage prepaid, to the parties in

UM 1129, by mailing same first class postage paid to the service list as it appears on the

service list as appended hereto.

November 4, 2005 ______________________

Linda Williams

R. THOMAS BEACH -- CONFIDENTIAL

CROSSBORDER ENERGY

2560 NINTH ST, STE 316

BERKELEY CA 94710

JUSTIN BOOSE

STOEL RIVES

900 SW FIFTH AVENUE, SUITE 2600

PORTLAND OR 97204

JACK BREEN

PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

PO BOX 2148

SALEM OR 97308-2148

BRIAN COLE

SYMBIOTICS, LLC

PO BOX 1088

BAKER CITY OR 97814

BRUCE CRAIG

ASCENTERGY CORP

440 BENMAR DR STE 2230

HOUSTON TX 77060

CHRIS CROWLEY

COLUMBIA ENERGY PARTNERS

PO BOX 1000

LA CENTER WA 98629

CAREL DE WINKEL

OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

625 MARION STREET NE

SALEM OR 97301

CRAIG DEHART

MIDDLEFORK IRRIGATION DISTRICT

PO BOX 291

PARKDALE OR 97041

ELIZABETH DICKSON

HURLEY, LYNCH & RE, PC

747 SW MILL VIEW WAY

BEND OR 97702

J RICHARD GEORGE -- CONFIDENTIAL

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

121 SW SALMON ST

PORTLAND OR 97204

THOMAS M GRIM

CABLE HUSTON BENEDICT ET AL

1001 SW FIFTH AVE STE 2000

PORTLAND OR 97204-1136

DAVID HAWK

J R SIMPLOT COMPANY

PO BOX 27

BOISE ID 83707



STEVEN C JOHNSON

CENTRAL OREGON IRRIGATION DISTRICT

2598 NORTH HIGHWAY 97

REDMOND OR 97756

BARTON L KLINE

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

PO BOX 70

BOISE ID 83707-0070

DOUG KUNS -- CONFIDENTIAL

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC

121 SW SALMON ST

1WTCO702

PORTLAND OR 97204

ALAN MEYER -- CONFIDENTIAL

WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY

698 12TH STREET, SUITE 220

SALEM OR 97301-4010

MONICA B MOEN

IDAHO POWER COMPANY

PO BOX 70

BOISE ID 83707-0070

JANET L PREWITT

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

1162 COURT ST NE

SALEM OR 97301-4096

PETER J RICHARDSON

RICHARDSON & O’LEARY

PO BOX 7218

515 NORTH 27TH STREET

BOISE ID 83702

IRION SANGER -- CONFIDENTIAL

DAVISON VAN CLEVE

333 SW TAYLOR, STE 400

PORTLAND OR 97204

DONALD W SCHOENBECK -- CONFIDENTIAL

REGULATORY & COGENERATION

SERVICES INC

900 WASHINGTON ST STE 780

VANCOUVER WA 98660-3455

MARK TALLMAN

PACIFICORP

825 MULTNOMAH STE 800

PORTLAND OR 97232-2153

S BRADLEY VAN CLEVE -- CONFIDENTIAL

DAVISON VAN CLEVE PC

333 SW TAYLOR, STE 400

PORTLAND OR 97204

MICHAEL T WEIRICH -- CONFIDENTIAL

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

REGULATED UTILITY & BUSINESS SECTION

1162 COURT ST NE

SALEM OR 97301-4096

PAUL WOODIN

WESTERN WIND POWER

282 LARGENT LN

GOLDENDALE WA 98620

PAUL M WRIGLEY

PACIFIC POWER & LIGHT

825 NE MULTNOMAH STE 800

PORTLAND OR 97232


